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African Pygmy hedgehogs
are becoming more and
more popular as pets, but
there are very few owners
who truly understand these
wonderful little creatures
and know how to properly
provide them with the best
care. Their needs are few
and simple, but meeting them is vital to the
well-being of your pet. In this guide, we’ll
show you how to care for your new friend
and help him live a long, happy, fulfilled life
with you.
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Am I right for a hedgehog?
Yes, you read that title right – Are YOU right for a hedgehog? Hedgehogs have been
getting a lot of attention lately – thanks Instagram and YouTube! But lots of people are
buying them because they’re trendy and cool, and then deciding they are not what they
expected. What they expected, I can’t say, but what I can do is tell you some things you
need to know before you come here, or go anywhere, to buy a hedgehog, so you can
decide whether or not this is really a good idea.
First, hedgehogs are sharp. They’re called quills for a reason. They’re sharp. When you
touch a hedgehog’s quills, you’re going to experience a sharp sensation. Eventually you’ll
get used to being poked and you’ll barely even notice it anymore, but it will take some
commitment on your part to have the patience to adjust to the sharpness. If you’re the kind
of person who doesn’t enjoy and can’t get used to being poked by sharp things from time
to time, then you are NOT right for a hedgehog.
Hedgehogs are shy. They have no way to defend themselves against predators except those
sharp quills, so when a big honkin’ human comes along and tries to pick one up, he’s
going to ball up and stick out all those sharp quills. Then, when he realizes that this big
honkin’ human is the same one who always picks him up, and has never tried to eat him,
he’ll relax, and those sharp quills will lay flat so you can give him a quill massage, and
who doesn’t like a quill massage? But until he reaches that state of relaxation, he’s going
to be sharp, and he’s going to hiss and pop at you. That doesn’t mean he doesn’t like you,
it means that he sort of forgot who you are and that he does like you. He’ll get over it, but
if you jump and twitch when he pops, he’s going to get more scared and pop even more,
and then you’re going to jump and twitch even more, etc. etc. etc, until nobody is happy at
all. Calm down. He isn’t going to do you any damage. Calm, quiet, confident handling is
the only way to bond with a hedgehog and get him to be your friend. The more nervous
you are, the more nervous he will be. If you’re a jumpy twitchy type who gets startled
easily, then you are NOT right for a hedgehog.
Did I mention that hedgehogs are sharp?
Hedgehogs are short-sighted. Whenever anything comes towards their face, their instinct is
to pull down their sharp little quilly visors over their faces, because their faces are
vulnerable and also necessary for their survival, so they want to protect them. See above
for what to expect from here, the bit about the big honkin’ human and the whole story that
follows it. In time, he may forget to be so defensive, but instinct is hard to overcome,
because it’s been there for so long, and there’s a perfectly good reason to have it. If you
can’t accept that your hedgehog might always be a little defensive about his face, then you
are NOT right for a hedgehog.
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Hedgehogs are nocturnal. This means that, left to their own devices, they will sleep all day
and be awake all night, doing little hedgehoggy things. It’s not possible to “switch” them
to being awake during the day, and it’s unhealthy for the animal to try and make him be
something he’s not. And the second you stop forcing him to be awake during the day, he’ll
go right back to being nocturnal, because that’s what his body and his brain need and are
telling him to do. Now, having said that: If you come along in the middle of the day
sometimes and want to play with him, he’ll probably be OK with it for a little while, but
then he’ll want to go back to sleep. Let him. Go do your homework or text someone in
unintelligible acronyms for a couple of hours, and play with him later at night. You’ll be
awake anyway, no matter what you’ve told your Mom. You’re not fooling anyone. But, if
you’re the kind of person who requires your pet to be awake every second that you are and
you can’t accept that you’re doing him harm by constantly bothering him during the day,
then you need to pay closer attention in Biology class, and until you foster an
understanding of nature and animals and how different creatures need different things and
how the world doesn’t revolve around you and your selfish expectations, you are NOT
right for a hedgehog.
Hedgehogs aren’t dogs. They won’t play fetch. They won’t bring in the newspaper. What
they will do is either run around and explore for a while and then try and snuggle with an
available and willing human and find a warm spot to fall asleep in, or they’ll skip the
exploring and go straight in for the snuggle, which is utterly adorable and irresistibly
endearing, but it’s the polar opposite of what most dogs do, so don’t expect him to be a
dog. If you’re the kind of person who wants your pet to do tricks, then you are NOT right
for a hedgehog.
Hedgehogs are not cats. They won’t get litter-trained, no matter what you read on
someone’s ten-year-old Angelfire website. They will poop and pee whenever they need to,
and they won’t “hold it” until they get back to their litter box. What they will do is…what
I said they’d do in the last paragraph, and they will poop and pee while they’re doing it. If
you’re the kind of person who doesn’t want to deal with or clean up animal poop and pee,
then you are NOT right for a hedgehog.
I’ve been going on for a while, so I forget if I already mentioned that hedgehogs are
sharp??
Hedgehogs are tropical. That means that they need to be kept warm. If they get too cold,
they will try to hibernate, and if they try to hibernate, they will die. You will need to make
sure that the temperature where your hedgehog lives is a minimum of 68 degrees, up to a
maximum of around 85 degrees. If you can’t afford or choose not to provide a proper heat
source, then you are NOT right for a hedgehog.
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In conclusion: You have to understand what a hedgehog is and what he needs from you
before you bring one home. If your expectations are unrealistic about what it will be like to
have a hedgehog as a pet, then the best advice I can give you is to study them more, learn
more about the way they need to live their lives, and change your expectations
accordingly, or don’t get a hedgehog. Real life is not Instagram and YouTube. All animals
require a commitment of time and attention, and they need to be understood for the
delightful things they are, not altered to suit us. If you can’t or won’t do that, then you are
NOT right for a hedgehog.
If you are a patient, calm, and kind person, willing to accept a hedgehog’s little quirks,
able to overcome the weirdness of having a very sharp pet, and in possession of a heart big
enough to love even the pointiest of God’s creatures, then you are EXACTLY right for a
hedgehog.
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HOUSING
A hedgehog’s housing does not need to be
complicated, but it should be sufficient for his
comfort. The cage you choose should be a
minimum of approximately 26L x 17W x 15H
inches. There are cages available with ramps and
shelves for climbing; these are wonderful, as
hedgehogs love to climb. Don’t use a fish tank.
The air can become too humid, and will not
circulate enough, making conditions very
uncomfortable inside. A wire cage allows for
better air quality and therefore better health for
your pet.
Conditions in the cage should mimic their natural habitat as closely as possible.
Hedgehogs sleep in small burrows, so their hide box should be just large enough for them
to get inside and turn around in. It should be dark and enclosed, so the hedgie feels secure
and safe. A half-log is an excellent choice. Plastic igloos are commonly used, but I believe
they are too big to feel secure, and since they are transparent,
they don’t keep it as dark inside as a hedgehog likes. We also
use wooden small-animal houses such as the Chin Hut. This
picture shows a chinchilla in
a Chin Hut. Feel free to
imagine a hedgehog there
instead. If you like you can
cut a small piece of fleece,
about 10” x 10”, to give him
as a blanket. Ours love their
blankets. Some of them drag them around everywhere,
and they all know how to tuck themselves in!
Hedgies don’t roam far, but they do like to roam. Since they
will be spending their life in a limited amount of space, they
need a way to get exercise. Most hedgehogs love a running
wheel for their nightly workout. Get the biggest one you can
find, at least 10-12 inches in diameter. Do yourself a favor
and select a wheel that is made of wire mesh. Our choice is
Super Pet’s 11” RunAround. Solid plastic wheels will get
pooped and peed in, and the waste will end up all over the
hedgie. That’s unpleasant for everyone! Avoid wheels with
wire bars, as hedgehog feet are tiny, and can fall between the bars. This can result in
serious injury to the animal.
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Bedding can be Care Fresh, which is made of recycled
paper, or aspen bedding, recycled newspaper pellets, or
wood pellets commonly available as horse stall bedding.
We use Guardian pelleted horse stall bedding, and let me
tell you, nothing keeps odor down like it! Even Care Fresh
doesn’t come close, and wood pellets are a fraction of the
cost. It’s what we use and recommend to all our hedgie
customers. Find a dealer at guardianhorsebedding.com.
Avoid pine and cedar chips, as these are known to cause
respiratory problems in small animals. Whatever you use,
make sure you keep it clean. Bedding should be changed
often, at least once or twice a week at minimum, or
whenever it looks like it needs it. Hedgehogs normally do
not have much of an odor, but they will if their cage is
dirty.
The hedgehogs sold as pets are African Pygmy
hedgehogs. They come from a warm place (Africa) and need to be kept from getting too
cold. If they get cold, they will try to hibernate, and if he hibernates he probably will not
survive. It’s urgent that he be kept warm. Optimum temperature for a hedgehog is about 75
degrees, but they will be fine as low as 68 degrees. Depending on the climate where you
live, a hedgehog will probably be fine in the warmer months with no source of artificial
heat, and the heat for your home should be sufficient in cooler temperatures. But if you
keep the house cooler than that, like my husband would if I let him get away with it, you
can provide an external heat source. This can be a heat lamp with a reptile nighttime spot
bulb clamped to the top of the cage, but you will need to use a 100 to 150-watt bulb in
order to raise the temperature inside the cage. That will run you some money to buy and
operate. A better choice is the K&H Small Animal Heated Pad. This pad regulates itself to
100 degrees, is completely safe, and has a fuse that will kill it if it shorts out, so there’s
zero chance that it will burn an animal or cause a fire, like hot bulbs can. It’s also far more
economical than lamps and bulbs. A 150-watt heat bulb will eat electricity like Christmas
candy, but the K&H uses only 25 watts of power. You can get one on Amazon, along with
a cozy fleece cover. You’d put it right on top of the bedding inside the cage. Don’t bury it,
that will make it overheat! Place it to one side of the cage, that way your hedgie can lie on
it to get warm, or move to the other side of the cage where it’s cooler if he wants to.
HIBERNATION: It’s always best to prevent hibernation altogether. Make sure your
hedgehog gets at least 12-14 hours of light per day to regulate his sleeping and active
cycles. Don't cover the cage with anything. Keep an eye on his temperature and provide a
way to make it warmer if needed. You can put a thermometer inside the cage to help. Go
get that heat lamp or pad, or even better, take it out of where you’ve had it handy all along,
even if you think you won't need it yet.
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If your hedgehog attempts to hibernate, it’s urgent that you act immediately to slowly
warm him back up again. Get him on his heat mat or under his lamp, or hold him against
your body under your clothes. If he doesn't start to come around and act normal in an hour
or so, your best bet is to locate a vet and get him there as soon as you can. Don't put him in
warm water. That will raise his temperature too quickly, and as the water evaporates it will
cool him even more than when you started.
MULTIPLE HEDGEHOGS: Hedgehogs are solitary animals. You should never house
more than one hedgehog in a cage, as they do not get along and will fight. The only time
they come together is for breeding, and they separate immediately afterwards. They don’t
want or need company, so don’t feel guilty for keeping only one hedgehog. They like it
that way.
I have been asked many times to explain why you can’t keep two hedgehogs together.
“Won’t he feel lonely?” is what people usually say. I think my answer clears up the issue:
No, they don't feel lonely, and any two hedgehogs will fight. Males will fight within
seconds of being placed together. I have seen this myself. Females may take longer to get
into it, but we had a mother and daughter who stayed together until the baby was about 12
weeks old, and then they got into a fight and the mother lost an eye. It doesn't work. Please
don't try it, and if you worry about his feelings, consider that he would prefer to be alone
and it is extremely stressful and dangerous for him to be near another hedgehog, and
respect that.
You know how dogs are pack animals, but cats are not, right? Dogs can feel lonely,
because they're hard-wired in their brains to need the companionship of the pack. Cats
don't feel lonely, because they're hard-wired to be solitary and independent. Hedgehogs are
like cats in that way. They are hard-wired to be solitary, and you can't change that, just like
you can't make a cat sit up and beg like a dog or go for walks like a dog. People do have a
tendency to place their own feelings onto animals, and it usually does no good for the
animal. An animal has to be given the right environment for that animal, not what makes
the human feel better. Keeping two hedgehogs together is dooming them to pain and
suffering, and there's nothing you can or should try to do about it. It is what it is.
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FOOD AND NUTRITION
NEVER buy commercially packaged hedgehog food. It’s almost all garbage, and it’s not
even nearly nutritionally adequate for his needs. Hedgies need a high-protein, lower-fat
diet. We use and highly recommend Earth Born Holistic Primitive Feline Formula. It’s
grain-free, all-natural, excellent quality and very high in protein. The large pet chains do
not carry Earth Born products yet, but local pet shops might have it, and it can be ordered
online through Amazon and other sellers.
Give your baby about one to one and a half tablespoonfuls of dry cat food a day. We feed
in the evenings, but any time is fine. As he grows and is healthy and active, he may want
more food. If he finishes everything and is looking for more, you can increase that amount
a little, and if he’s less active and starts to get pudgy cut him back. NEVER free-feed a
hedgehog. If you put a huge dish of food in his cage and let him eat as much as he wants,
he will get fat, and that can cause all sorts of health issues.
You can also give him some wet cat food, a little cottage cheese once in a while – not
much or often, because dairy is not digested properly and can lead to health problems – or
some fresh fruits and vegetables. Don’t expect much from the produce. Most of them turn
up their noses at it, although almost all of ours like bananas, and I’ve heard of some that
like tomatoes. (Never feed grapes or raisins. There’s a compound in them that can cause
kidney failure and kill small animals.)
And, of course, bugs. Hedgehogs love bugs. They are loosely classified as insectivores, so
bugs are a welcome treat. Mealworms are a favorite, but you can offer wax worms,
crickets, or any other insects. Don’t be squeamish, they’re good for your little friend! But
don’t feed too many insects with shells, like mealies or crickets. The chitin (KITE-in) in
the shells can cause blockages in a hedgehog’s intestines, which can lead to death. Only
give them a few crunchy ones at a time, and only a couple of times a week. Wax worms
are lower in chitin, but higher in fat, so they should also be given as a treat. Your
hedgehog will get everything he needs from his regular food, if you feed him a good
healthy diet.
You may decide to feed your pet a brand of food other than Earth Born. If you do, our
advice is to slowly transition the baby to the new brand so that he doesn’t stop eating when
given a strange food. We will give new owners a good amount of Earth Born to get their
baby started in his new home, then they can continue feeding that, or transition to a new
food as they choose.
Once in a while, sprinkle a calcium supplement on their food. We use Repti-Cal without
Vitamin D3, which can be found at any decent pet store.
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A full, fresh water bottle must be present at all times, as with any animal. Always check
the little ball inside the nozzle and keep it clean so that it doesn’t get gunked up and stop
the flow of water. Hedgies can get dehydrated if they can’t get their water! If you notice
your hedgie walking oddly and acting lethargic, chances are good he’s dehydrated. Give
him a bowl of water immediately and let him drink as much as he wants. Meanwhile,
check his water bottle and make sure the water is flowing. Clean the bottle and the nozzle
really well, and give it back to him. He’ll be OK in a little while after he has a drink, but
don’t delay getting water into him. Use an eye dropper or medicine syringe if you have to.
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BEHAVIOR AND PLAY
Your new pet will be a little shy when you first bring him home. Put him in his new cage
with some food and water, and leave him be for a day or two. Being a nocturnal animal,
he’ll come out at night and play on his wheel, but you may not see a lot of him during the
day. Let him settle in, and then you can start acclimating him to his new surroundings and
his new playmate – you!
When you are ready to try handling your hedgie, rule #1 is always to be mindful of his
relative size and delicacy, and rule #2 is to be mindful of his quills. Hedgehog Myth #1
Busted: They don’t “shoot” their quills. Neither do porcupines, but porcupines can use
their quills as a weapon, releasing them after a blow to an enemy’s face. Hedgies don’t use
their quills as weapons, only as a defense, and the quills don’t release. Their one and only
means of protecting themselves is to roll into a ball with all those quills sticking out,
making them extremely difficult to eat, in case you were thinking of trying. Give your pet
time to get to know you, and he will become very tame and friendly, but you need to know
the proper way to handle him.
When you wish to pick up your
hedgehog, he will undoubtedly be
inside his hide box. Lift it off so you
can get to him. He’ll be curled up in
that spiny ball. Place your hands on
either side of his body and nudge them
gently towards his underneath. He’ll
puff and hiss and pop, making a sound
sort of like a coffee percolator. That’s
normal, it’s just him trying to be a
tough guy. Once he realizes that you’re
not trying to eat him, he’ll start to unball, at which point you can slip your hands
underneath him to cup and lift him. Always support his belly and legs by cradling him in
your hands or arm. He may still have his quills somewhat upright, and that’s OK. As he
relaxes, they’ll go down smooth, and you can even stroke them – always towards the tail!
My hedgehogs love “quill massages.” I gently pinch their whole skin from the sides and
massage it towards the top, moving from front to back down their bodies. The key words
there being, of course, “gently,” and “front to back!”
Hedgies are not nippy by nature. Once in a while, yours may decide that you smell good
and give you a little taste, but don’t be afraid. He’s not being mean, he’s just curious.
You’ll notice him sniffing your fingers, or whatever you were using to eat your French
fries, and then he’ll start to lick. Just move your body part away from him and he won’t be
able to nibble it. But if he does get you, he’ll let go once he realizes his mistake.
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Your hedgehog might enjoy playing with small, soft, easy-to-grip cat toys, or little plastic
balls with bells inside them; then again, he might not. If he does, he will drag them around
the cage and into his hide box. Catnip is safe for him, so don’t worry about giving him toys
stuffed with it. Change his toys when they get too nasty.
A note about “tubing” – If you have been researching hedgehogs online, you may have
seen videos or comments made by hedgie owners showing their pets “playing” with toilet
paper tubes. They stick their heads into the end of a tube and walk around with it stuck on
there. People believe they enjoy this, but I don’t agree, and here’s why: In the wild,
hedgehogs hunt for bugs inside of logs and little crevices. They stick their heads into these
small spaces, eat some bugs, and pull their heads back out. When you give a hedgehog a
toilet paper tube, he thinks it’s a log with maybe some tasty bugs inside. He sticks his head
in the hole, finds no bugs, and tries to pull his head back out. But, he can’t. The tube is
stuck on his head. Think about the last time you tried on a shirt that was a little too small.
When you try to pull it off, it can get stuck over your head. I know I start to panic a little
when that happens. A hedgehog is not equipped with the same gigantic brain that a human
has, which can tell us not to freak out. He just knows this thing is over his head, and he
can’t get it off. That must be terrifying to a tiny little guy! Tubing is cruel. Don’t do it.
While out playing with you, your pet may need to eliminate. It’s part of being a pet owner,
dealing with messes. Their waste, while somewhat pungent, is smallish and relatively easy
to clean up. One trick you can try is to wait about twenty minutes after he wakes up before
taking him out to play. This gives him a chance to go before he’s in your hands, or in your
squeamish little sister’s hands, or whoever.
Hedgies spend most of their time sleeping, so don’t expect a pet that will play fetch. They
like peace and quiet. They don’t mind being handled, and can be extremely affectionate,
but respect your pet’s nature and don’t treat him like a cat or a dog. They also don’t see
well, so don’t leave him unattended. He could fall and hurt himself, or wander somewhere
dangerous. If he wanders off and hides somewhere, you won’t be able to find him so
easily, because he doesn’t make any noise. You’ll end up tearing your house apart looking
for him, and he’ll be happily dozing behind a dresser somewhere. Save yourself the trouble
and just watch him!
A note about those plastic balls people put helpless animals in and make them roll around:
Don’t. Just don’t. Those things are torture chambers. The animal is trying to get out, but he
can’t. He’s trapped inside a ball, and he’s running as fast as his little legs will run, but he
can’t get out. He’s panicking and overheating because there’s not even nearly enough
ventilation in there. He’s not having fun. At all. He’s convinced he’s going to be trapped in
there forever. Again, the tiny brain, with little comprehension of the weird things humans
find amusing. And his physical health is suffering. Please don’t use those balls.
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A note about self-anointing: Many hedgehog
owners who have never seen or heard of a
hedgehog anointing himself will panic and think
their beloved pet has rabies the first time they see
him do it. Relax. When you see your pet make a
whole lot of white saliva and spread it all over his
quills, he’s not sick. No one knows for sure why
hedgies do this, but it’s suspected that when they
encounter something new – a food, a piece of
furniture, a human – they will taste the new item
and then spread its “essence” onto themselves.
Perhaps for defense and concealment, perhaps for
hunting, perhaps they’re just weird. In any case,
he’s just getting to know you, and it’s perfectly
OK for him to be doing this.
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HEALTH ISSUES
Hedgehogs are just as prone to illness as other animals. Tumors and kidney disease can
afflict them in later years, as can Wobbly Hedgehog Syndrome. No one knows what really
causes WHS, and it can be scary, but it is not a death sentence. You can help to make your
little friend comfortable and make sure he gets his nutrition and water, and even some
playtime. There are many resources available with complete information about this and
other conditions. A great place to learn more about it and what to do if your pet develops it
is at www.angelfire.com/wa2/comemeetmyfamily/wobblyhs1.html.
We have seen many problems over the time that we have been handling hedgehogs. Many
of them we can help to solve quickly and easily. Always contact us first if you even
suspect something might be wrong. We can probably help, and if we can’t, we can help
you to find a vet who can. Keep in mind, however, that we are not vets ourselves. Nothing
can take the place of proper medical care when it’s needed.
Dehydration is fairly common, yet easy to miss. Your hedgehog may appear sluggish and
unresponsive, and act like he just wants to sleep. He may also lose his appetite if he’s
dehydrated, and he may have trouble walking. If he’s acting oddly, make sure he has
access to his water. Give him a dish of clean water and let him drink as much as he wants.
If dehydration is the problem, this will fix it. Make sure his bottle is clean and water is
coming out from the nozzle freely. If it’s not, replace the bottle immediately.
If he’s drinking water but doesn’t seem to want to eat, he may be a little stressed, or he
may not like the food you’re giving him. We have seen this happen too. What we do is
offer some small treats. Mealworms are a great choice. Hedgies can’t resist them, and once
they eat a little, it jump-starts their appetite, and they’re good as new.
Of course, these symptoms can indicate that there’s a bigger problem going on. If your
hedgehog is acting sick, and you can’t seem to get him back to normal, it’s imperative that
you know where to take him for medical attention. There are many qualified exotics
veterinarians across the country. Look one up and keep his or her number handy in case
there’s a real problem. And don’t wait until it’s too late! We are happy to help you solve
the easier problems, but again, we’re not vets. If your baby is sick, he needs a proper
doctor. There’s just no substitute.
At the end of this booklet is a list of things you should always keep on hand to help you
care for your hedgehog. They’re all things we use ourselves and recommend. It’s best to
have medication and tools on hand before you need them, instead of having to run out and
buy them in an emergency!
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HYGIENE
You know you need to keep your hedgehog’s cage clean; now, how do you keep your
hedgehog clean? You give him a bath.
Some hedgehogs love the water, others not so
much. But either way, you will need to keep his
feet clean, and from time to time his quills and the
rest of him might need a little attention. Use a soft
baby toothbrush and a drop or two of baby
shampoo. We use Aveeno Oatmeal baby shampoo.
It’s great for his skin and will relieve any flaking
or itching he might have.
Fill your sink or a plastic tub in the sink with warm water, a couple of inches deep. You
want the hedgehog to be able to keep his nose above water. Very quickly dampen him,
then get the toothbrush with a little shampoo on it and gently brush the quills towards the
tail, and then rinse with warm clear water. Go over each little foot, carefully lifting them
and brushing around the toes to get rid of anything nasty that might be stuck in the nails.
If his nails need clipping, this is a great time to do it. Use a baby nail clipper or a small
animal nail clipper. Hold his foot gently and trim the white part of the nail, being careful to
avoid cutting the quick. (We have a baby nail clipper with a little magnifying glass
attached to it, which can make it easier to see the quick.) If you do nick the blood vessel,
he’ll bleed a little. Have styptic powder handy to stop the bleeding.
Wrap him in a towel and snuggle for a bit to make sure he’s nice and warm and dry, then
back he goes into a clean, fresh cage. Foot baths can be given as often as needed, full baths
less often. Use your judgment, and your nose, to determine if your pet needs a bath.
A note about salmonella: Much has been made in the news lately about small animals and
salmonella. This is not really news; most people already knew that small animals, reptiles,
and birds can sometimes carry disease. This is not a good reason not to own pets. The
actual risk of getting salmonella from a pet is extremely small, and the pets featured in the
news stories have all died of their condition shortly after making their owners sick. If your
pet is healthy, and his stools are not runny, he’s probably fine. How do you prevent
yourself and your family from getting sick? The answer is the same as it’s always been:
Wash your hands after you handle any pet, and keep the animal out of your mouth. And
teach your children to wash their hands after handling any pet, and keep the animal out of
their mouths. I’ve known kids for whom that last part might have proven a bit of a
challenge; kids like that shouldn’t have pets to begin with. But you have nothing to fear
from a healthy pet.
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GOLDEN YEARS
Healthy hedgehogs can live anywhere from four to six years on average. After about two
and a half to three years, we recommend carefully inspecting their teeth on a regular basis.
The teeth can become loose and/or weak, and this can affect their ability to eat. Monitor
their weight and food intake, and if you notice any significant decrease, make sure they are
given more soft food, which is easier to eat, rather than dry.
An older hedgehog can sometimes have a harder time getting around, just like old people.
Make things a little easier for him by keeping his food dish and water bottle closer to his
hidey house, so he doesn’t have to struggle to get what he needs. And be extra gentle with
him. His bones are brittle, and he may lose his hearing and/or vision, so take care not to
hurt or frighten him.

FURTHER READING
The best way to care for your new pet is by educating yourself as to his needs. There are
many places to do this. The International Hedgehog Association has a great website
(www.hedgehogclub.com) that’s full of information. There are books available, and many
breeders have websites that will all help you to learn about these fascinating and quirky
little animals. Read as much as you can about them, and always remember to love and
respect them. You’ll be rewarded with years of enjoyment from your little friend.
USEFUL LINKS:
 hedgehogcentral.com – Exactly what it sounds like. Tons of great information, and
a forum to interact with other owners.
 hedgehogworld.com – Another great forum and resource.
 www.angelfire.com/wa2/comemeetmyfamily/wobblyhs1.html – An excellent
resource about Wobbly Hedgehog Syndrome. This lady is awesome, how she cares
for the poor little sweethearts she takes in.
 guardianhorsebedding.com – Guardian horse stall bedding
 vetericyn.com – Vetericyn First Aid Spray
BOOKS:
 The Hedgehog: An Owner's Guide to a Happy Healthy Pet by Dawn Wrobel
& Susan A Brown, DVM
 Hedgehogs by Sharon Lynn Vanderlip
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SUPPLY LIST
Here’s our list of the supplies we always have on hand. You’ll need many of them all the
time; others, we hope you’ll never need at all. But we always recommend having them
around before you need them. There’s nothing worse than running out to find something
you need while your pet is sick or injured.
HYGIENE:
 Nail clippers
 Styptic powder – to stop bleeding if you cut her nails a little too short.
 Small medicine syringe or eye dropper – to administer medicine or provide water
in an emergency.
 Aveeno oatmeal baby shampoo
 Baby toothbrush to wash quills and feet.
MEDICINES:
 Vetericyn first-aid spray for cuts and skin issues. It's antbacterial, antifungal, antieverything, yet it's water-based so it’s totally safe. You can even spray it right on
your pet’s face without worrying about her eyes or whether she licks it. It even kills
mites and ringworm. It can be hard to find locally, but they have a website
(vetericyn.com) where you can find a store, and it's available online from Amazon
or tons of other places.
 Kitten formula flea & tick spray. The brands we use in the bedding for fleas and
mites are Adams or Bio-Spot for cats or kittens. Just make sure it's not a dog
formula. When you clean the cage, spray a couple of sprays into the bedding, then
mix it around and let it air out really well before you put her into it. The fumes can
be pretty strong until they dissipate.
 Revolution flea & tick drops for cats or kittens. This brand will also kill mites, and
is safe for hedgehogs. Only use this if you notice a problem with fleas or mites. Put
ONE DROP between the shoulder blades, under the quills. DON’T put the whole
tube!
 Bird antibiotics, such as ornicycline. You can buy it at Petland or Petsmart. There
may be different brands of it. Mix it about half as strong as it says to mix it for birds.
Birds have very little sense of taste, so they'll drink a stronger mix than hedgies will.
 Calcium supplement - We're using ReptiCalcium from ZooMed. Make sure it's the
kind without Vitamin D3. Give her a tiny bit once or twice a week, right on her
food.
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We hope that you grow to love your hedgehog as much as we do ours. We are always
available to answer questions and talk about any concerns you may have. You can contact
us at trishak@hedgiemama.com, and we will respond quickly to help you.
If you appreciate the experience of owning a
hedgehog, and if you’re happy with the quality of
support you’re getting from your breeders, please
tell your friends about us. There will be babies
available throughout the year, so we’ll always
welcome new customers.
Best of luck to you and your new pet!
Trisha & Patrick Kiefer
Hedgie Mama
Website: www.hedgiemama.com
Email: trishak@hedgiemama.com
Hedgie Hotline: 631-503-7220
Facebook:www.facebook.com/pages/Hedgie-Mama
Twitter: twitter.com/hedgiemama

Copyright © 2008-2016 Trisha Kiefer & Hedgie Mama. Do not copy or distribute without permission.
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Some happy Hedgie Mama customers:

All pictures are the property of Hedgie Mama and our customers. Please don’t reproduce them without permission.
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